July 2020

The Berkshire Food Project seeks to alleviate hunger, food insecurity, and social
isolation by serving healthy, no cost meals and connecting people to other
resources, all in a a dignified and respectful manner.

Volunteers are Back!
In mid June we started opening up volunteer shifts. We tried out
having a few experienced volunteers in earlier and developed our
protocols. We have new work stations in the dining room as well
as on the north side of the kitchen. We are providing plastic
shields and masks so volunteers can make their most comfortable
choice to stay safe - a mask, a shield or both. We are running all of
the fans all of the time and keeping doors open during distribution.
And we are open to the ideas that our volunteers have - they are
bringing a fresh set of eyes into the equation and may see room for
improvement where we have missed. The bottom line is we have
two equally important concerns - making sure everyone in our
community has enough to eat and making sure everyone stays safe
- our diners, our volunteers and our staff. AND, Volunteers' lives
are ever changing - and sometimes they have to give up their shift.
Let us know if you would like to be on the waiting list for a shift
when one is available. E-mail info@berkshirefoodproject.org

Our current
lunch distribution
schedule is
Monday, Wednesday
and Friday from
11:30 AM to 1:00 PM.
Each day we
distribute two meals.

Round Up for Change
at Wild Oats
You still have a few days to Round Up for
Change at Wild Oats to benefit the
Berkshire Food Project. Each time a
customer checks out they are asked if
they want to round their total up to the
next whole dollar. In July, if they do, that
change is donated to the Berkshire Food
Project!
wildoats.coop

Two board
member
volunteers - due
to the COVID
social distancing,
volunteering is
a less social
activity than it
once was. We
look forward to a
time when we can
work together and
socialize more!
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Summer Time Salads
We are lucky to live in the Berkshires
where food grows so plentifully in the
summer. We have shares from three
different farms and get donations
from many other growers too. That
means that we can offer delicious
salads with local lettuce, cucumbers,
tomatoes, onions and more! The
photo on the right shows a lettuce
donation being picked up from the
Berkshire County House of
Corrections - they have a
hydroponic grow operation
there and have donated
lettuce several times this
summer. On the left is a
refrigerator that will
ultimately be part of a
communal cooler space at
the Flood House for use by
the BFP, Louison House and
the Al Nelson Friendship
Center Pantry - but for now
that space isn't ready yet and
we are using it to keep all the
produce safely stored.
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We had grand plans to enjoy the arts this spring plans that were put on hold due to the COVID crisis.
Our concert series will happen - if not this fall,
then at the soonest time that it is deemed safe to gather for live music.
We WILL get to the theater and to the local art museums and galleries.
For now, though, we are so pleased to tell you that our friends at
the Clark Art Institute have brought the art to us!
We started with a series of beautiful posters - prints of some of the classic
paintings at the Clark. Our guests have been choosing their favorite to take
home and enjoy. And then we received activity kits that included directions
for activities AND a set of colored pencils, already sharpened, for those
activities. The posters and the kits have been much enjoyed - and we thank
the Clark for these opportunities to enjoy art during the crisis.

When will the dining room be open? Even Alex Trebek doesn't have that answer!
During April, May and June we saw unprecedented increases in the number of meals we provided the community.
Again in June we provided over 8,100 meals! July is starting to slow down a little bit - we hope that means that
people are starting to get their lives back to normal and starting to rise above the crisis caused by the shut down.
We are still providing more meals than we typically would in July though, and we are prepared for any fluctuations
that occur - we know how quickly things can change. Right now there are not enough seats to serve this many
meals.
We will be continuing to distribute take-out meals for reheating at home for a while. In order to keep our
volunteers socially distanced and prepare the number of meals we currently are distributing, we are using the
dining room as a food prep space - one of the factors that impacts the decision. We also are expecting there could
be a second wave of the virus and we don't want to provide a dining room setting where it could spread quickly
before we realize it's here.
Below is a photo of the delivery boxes lined up to be filled - over three dozen households are currently getting meals
delivered by Northern Berkshire Transport and others - that too, takes up space in the dining room!
Our staff and volunteers can't wait for the dining room to be open, but we are
staying safe, keeping our diners safe and ensuring there will be no
interruptions in service as things change and change again.
We assure you that we will get back to the dining room - to hosting our entire
community in a safe and respectful place where new friends are just waiting to
break bread together. It will be a wonderful day for all when that happens.
Until then we are all getting an exercise in patience. I can tell you it's not my
favorite virtue.

We provide prepared meals to take home and heat up every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday from 11:30 AM to 1:00 PM.
This schedule remains in effect for the foreseeable future.
There is NO criteria and no questions asked.
We encourage families to send a single person to pick up
to reduce the number of people standing in line.
Masks and social distancing required.
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